It is common knowledge that many physical problems (such as non-linear shallow-water waves and wave motion in plasmas) can be described by the Kdv equation [ 11. Solitons and solitary waves, one class of special solutions of the Kdv equation, have been known for some time. In order to study the problems of the flow of liquids containing gas bubbles [2] , the fluid flow in elastic tubes, and so on [3-51, the control equation can be reduced to the so-called KdV-BUrgerS equation as follows [6] : In studying the theory of ordinary differential equations and applications, it is clear that the asymptotic solution behaviour is highly important. The asymptotic behaviour and the proper analytical solution of equation (1) are presented in this letter. It would be useful to thoroughly research the properties of the solution to the Kdv-Burgers equation. At present, numerical studies of equation (1) are gradually increasing in frequency [5] , and so the proper analytical solution would provide a reliable basis for estimating the advantages, and disadvantages of the numerical method.
Jeffrey and Kakutani [7] have thoroughly analysed the qualitative characteristics of the solution of equation (1). They introduce the following new variables [6, 7] :
U,,+ ( U -A)u, -VU<< + SU,,, =O.
We shall only consider the so-called travelling-wave solution, i.e. U =f( I ) . IntegratEquation (1) can be written as ing formula (3) for 5, we can obtain a non-linear differential equation as follows: 
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Letter to the Editor where A is an integral constant, less than $A2. Equation ( 
From now on, we shall confine ourselves to consideration of E = 0 (i.e. A = 0) alone.
We can further assume that A 3 0. For if A < 0, we can make 1 = -A and discuss
We make the following variable transformation:
it in the same manner. and we let U = ( 1 -5k)/2k It is obvious that if A = 0, u = -2, and if A > 0, -5 < U < -2.
Equation ( 1 1) can be reduced to d2y/dx2 = x'y2.
(13)
We can use equation (13) to derive some characteristics of the Kdv-Burgers equation. fioo$ Since y"= xu$, y" does not change its sign for x E (0, +CO). Equation (13) has finite zero points only, except that it identically vanishes for some intervals. Equation (13) has finite zero points only. This theorem can be proved by inverse transformation.
From theorem 1, we see that the solution of the KdV-Burgers equation is consistently positive, negative or zero for large arguments. It depends upon the conditions of the infinite point. In order to obtain the proper solution of the KdV-BUrgerS equation, we introduce the following three lemmas, which are not proved here. where E ( t ) is a polynomial in t and c is an integer.
We can use the above three lemmas to obtain the asymptotic expressions of the proper solution of the Kdv-Burgers equation. for large x, where co is constant, which is a contradiction.
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For if dylds = O at so, then d2y/ds2=y2>0, and y can only have a minimum at so.
Hence y is a monotone function for large x.
Thus y has three possible cases as s + +CO:
Let us show that case (2) is impossible.
If y + yo > 0, then d2y/ds2 -dy/ds -yi. Integrating, we obtain dy/ds -y -yis. Since y + yo> 0, this implies dy/ds -yis, from which y -$YES' , which contradicts
Let us show that case (3) is impossible. If y + +CO, then let p = dy/ds. Equation (16) 
Since y + +a, p = dy/ds > 0. Using lemma 3, we see that p has two possible cases for large y:
Let us show that case (i) is impossible. If E,(y) + -00, then p + 0 and dpldy + 0. By referring to equation (17), we see that this is a contradiction. If E,(y)++oo, then p > y 2 for large y. Using lemma 2 , we know that this is not possible. Hence E,(y) = constant.
If b, > 1, then p > ylt(b--1)/2 f or large y. Using lemma 2, we know that this is not possible. If b,s 1, then from equation (17) we obtain p dp/dy -y2. Integrating, we obtain bp2 -fy', where 2b, = 3, or b, = ;> 1, which is a contradiction.
where a , and a2 are two positive numbers and E,(y) is a polynomial in y.
Let us show that case (ii) is impossible.
If Z , > 1, then p > yl+c'm-1)/2 for large y. Using lemma 2, we know this is not possible. If ZmS 1, then from equation (17) we obtain p dp/dy -y2. Integrating, we obtain $p2 -4y3, whence 21, = 3, or Z , = ; > 1, which is a contradiction.
Consequently we are left with case ( l ) , where y + 0. Letting U = l / y and w = dulds, we obtain from equation (16) w d w / d~ -2~~1~ -w + 1 = 0.
Since y + 0, v + +CO and dylds < 0, we obtain w = du/ds = -( l/y2)(dy/ds) > 0. Using lemma 3, we see that w has two possible cases for large U :
We now show that if case (iii) is satisfied, then E,( U ) = constant and b, = 0. constant and b, 4 1.
a , = -1, which is a contradiction.
w -U, from which b, = 1, which is a contradiction.
t w L -U, which is a contradiction. This theorem can be proved by inverse transformation.
